We give a purely S-matrix-theoretic proof of the conservation of charge (defined by the strength of soft photon interactions) and the equality of gravitational and inertial mass. Our only assumptions are the Lorentz invariance and pole structure of the S matrix, and the zero mass and spins 1 and 2 of the photon and graviton. We also prove that Lorentz invariance alone requires the S matrix for emission of a massless particle of arbitrary integer spin to satisfy a "mass-shell gauge invariance" condition, and we explain why there are no macroscopic fields corresponding to particles of spin 3 or higher.
I. INTRODUCTION T is not yet clear whether field theory will continue -to play a role in particle physics, or whether it will ultimately be supplanted by a pure S-matrix theory. However, most physicists would probably agree that the place of local fields is nowhere so secure as in the theory of photons and gravitons, whose properties seem indissolubly linked with the space-time concepts of gauge invariance (of the second kind) and/or Einstein's equivalence principle. (1) The S matrix for emission of a photon or graviton can be written as the product of a polarization "vector" or "tensor" e"e" with a covariant vector or tensor amplitude, and it vanishes if any e& is replaced by the photon or graviton momentum q&.
(2) Charge, defined dynamically by the strength of soft-photon interactions, is additively conserved in all reactions. Gravitational mass, defined by the strength of soft graviton interactions, is equal to inertial 
with M a symmetric tensor, ' in the sense that 3f~Ie' '»(q p) =A"» A""3IIg" '''"~(Aq, AP) . (2.3).
3f functions for massive particles were introduced by H. Stapp, Phys. Rev. 12S, 2139 (1962 . See also A. O. Barut, I.
Muzinich, and D. N. Williams, Phys. Rev. 130, 442 (1963) . 6 We use a real metric, with signature f+ + + -). Indices are raised and lowered in the usual way. The inverse of the Lorentz transformation h.~" is PA '$1'"=A"".
The polarization e+&(q) is de6ned by e+"(q) =&(q)" e " (2.4) where E(q) is a standard rotation that carries the z axis into the direction of q, and e~& is the polarization for momentum in the s direction: e~s= {1,ai, 0, 0}/v2. Some properties of e~s(q) are obvious:
Hence the necessary and sufhcient condition that (2.14) agree with the correct Lorentz transformation property ,.*(q), (q) =1,
( 2 9) q"eg" (q) = 0, (2.10)
2+ e+"(q)s+"*(q) =-11""(q)= -g""+ (q"q"+q"q")/I ql' I:q"-= ( -«, I ql }j (2»)
We also note the very important transformation rule, proved in Appendix A, ' Proper Lorentz invariance alone would allow different charges e~for photon helicities &1. Parity conservation would normally require that e+ = e (with an appropriate convention for the photon parity). However if space inversion takes sonm particle into its antiparticle then its "right charge" e+ will be equal to the "left charge" e of its antiparticle, and we will see in the next section that this gives e+=e = -e . In this case we speak of a magnetic monopole rather than a charge. The same conclusions can be drawn from CI' conservation. %e will not consider magnetic monopoles in this paper, though in fact none of our work in Sec. IV will depend on any relation-between e+ and e . Time Parity conservation (with an appropriate convention for the graviton parity) requires that f+ --f . This conclusion holds even for the magnetic monopole case discussed in footnote 10, since then f+ --f, and we will see in Sec. IV that the antiparticle has "left gravitational charge" f equal to f . The same conclusions can be drawn from CP conservation. Time-reversal invariance allows us to take f as real.
"The residue of the pole at t =0 can be most easily calculated by adopting a coordinate system in which g= -p -pal=pa -pf is a finite real light-like four-vector, while P"Pf"P,, Pq are on their mass shells, and hence necessarily complex. Then the gradient terms in (2.11) and (2.12) do not contribute, because q p =q pq =0, so that Ii""may be replaced by g"", yielding (3.6). We are justi6ed in using (3.6) in the physical region (where P"Pb, P, Pb are real and g is small, though not in the direction of the light cone) because Lorentz invariance tells us that the matrix element depends only upon s and t. Lorentz invariance is actually far from trivial in a perturbation theory based on physical photons and gravitons, since then the Coulomb force and Newtonian attraction must be explicitly introduced into the interaction in order to get the invariant S matrix (3.6). (Such a perturbation theory will be discussed in an article now in preparation. ) The Lorentz-invariant extrapolation of (3.6) into the physical region of small t is the analog, in S-matrix theory, of the introduction of the Coulomb and Newton forces in perturbation theory. the extra factor (8zrG)"' (where G is Newton's constant) being inserted to make f dimensionless.
In For I iII suKciently smail, these poles will completely dominate the emission-matrix element. The singular factor (4.1) will be multiplied by a factor z(2zr) '-associated with the extra internal line, a factor of M"and M"" is not sufhcient by itself to guarantee the Lorentz invariance of the 5 matrix; Lorentz invariance also requires the vanishing of (2.2) when any one e+" (j)
is replaced with q&. For photons this implies (2.17), i.e. , 0=q M"(q, n P) = (2sr) '/'[P t)"e"7Sp, (4.10) so if SP is not to vanish, the trartsitiort n~p must conserve charge, with Q r/"e =0. ie Relations like (4.4) and (4.5) are also valid if Se +'(q), SP +'(q), and SP are interpreted as the effective matrix elements for the transition o.~P , respectively, with or without one extra soft photon or graviton of momentum q, plus any number of unobserved soft photons or gravitons with total energy less than some small resolution tsE. LFor a proof in quantum-electrodynamic perturbation theory, see, for example, D. R. Yennie and H. Suura, Phys. Rev. 105, 1378 (1957) . The same is undoubtedly true also for gravitons, and in pure S-matrix theory j. LP-'+*(v) 3' X P q.f.
Sp. , (4.5) (P-. v) the sign t)"being +1 or -1 according to whether particle e is outgoing or incoming.
These emission matrices are of the general form (2.2), i.e. , Sp "(q)~(2lql) """*(~)M (q n~P), (46) p~+s(q)~ ( 21ql) e+"~(j)e "e(g)M (q n~P) (4 7) where N "and M""are tensor M functions M" (q, n 0) = (2~) "'LZ~-P.P-'/(P. . V) jSP-, (4 8 (4.14) and (3.8) then tells us that any particle with inertial mass m and energy E has effective gravitational mass r/t = 2E r/t'/E- (4.15) 4.16
in analogy with (3.4) and (3.5), the S matrix SP +f(q) for emission of this particle in a reaction n~P will be given in the limit q -+0 by S "(q)~(2~) "'(2I ql) "' &&i&~-g-"'LP-'+*(~)]'/(P-. 9)jSP-(4.17) 
The representation of N.l""on physical Hilbert space is components determined solely by the first factor, so gl g2
VL6t) = exp(iOLm)J, ) .
In discussing the transformation rules for massless particles it is necessary to consider members of the little =l.& '(q))'q"=&" (A o) and E( j) is the rotation introduced in (2.4), which takes the s axis into the direction of q. The transformation Z(q) takes the standard four-momentum E" Lsee (A2)) into q"-= (q, l q l ):
